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2007 is a year of celebrations; not only for India, but for Asia and 

Europe as well. In August, India will commemorate the 60th 

Anniversary of her Independence from the British; and this week, 

while Europe observes the 50 years of the Treaty of Rome, Asia 

remember that 60 years ago, the first Asian Relations Conference was 

organized in Delhi by the Indian Council of World Affairs.  

A couple of months ago, at a breakfast meeting hosted by the Indian 

High Commissioner Satyabrata Pal, the External Affairs Minister Pranab 

Mukherjee told Pakistan's ruling and opposition leaders that India and 

Pakistan must learn from Europe which had set aside differences to 

forge a successful economic union. He added that if Europe could 

“have put the bitterness of war behind for economic and trade 

cooperation in the European Union”, he was hopeful that India and 

Pakistan would also resolve their differences for an enduring peace.  

This remark struck me because a month earlier, during an interview 

with Lt. Gen. S.K. Sinha, the Governor of J & K had told me: 

“European Union has shown the way. We are living in a world which 

becomes increasingly globalized. A solution to the Kashmir problem 

could be an economic union of this type.” 

This craze for the European model is interesting especially when. 

Europe commemorates the 50 years of its coming together. 

This interest in the European model is not something new. Soon after 

the 1962 Chinese invasion, India was under pressure to settle the 

Kashmir issue; the Western powers wanted the subcontinent to form a 

common front against Communist China. At that time, Nehru thought 



to set up a Confederation between India and Pakistan, he told the 

correspondent of The Washington Post: “Look at Europe, at the 

Common Market. This is the urge everywhere. There are no two 

peoples anywhere nearer than those of India and Pakistan, though if 

we say it, they are alarmed and think we want to swallow them.” 

Forty-two years later, the European model still seems a distant dream 

for the simple reason that there is goodwill to turn the page of history, 

at least from the Pakistani side.  

The latest instance is that President Musharraf may not even attend 

the forthcoming SAARC Summit in Delhi on April 3 and 4. The pretext 

is that Pakistan wanted Dr Manmohan Singh to visit Islamabad first: 

Musharraf had already visited India in 2005 and it was Singh's turn to 

make a reciprocal visit. In the fifties, if the German and French leaders 

had got stuck by such formalities there would be no Europe today. 

It is interesting to look at the features which today make the situation 

of the subcontinent very different from Europe at the time of the 

Treaty of Rome.  

One the major hurdle is that Pakistan still swears by the Two-Nation 

Theory. Sixty years after Independence, the myth is not dead, the 

Pakistani leaders continued to stick to the Theory, though Islamabad 

seems to be ready to redefine the doctrine. Last December, Islamabad 

stated that it was "Muslim deprivation not religion" that led to 

Partition. Does it indicate a change in the Pakistani stand? Only the 

future will tell us. 

Another issue is the endemic lack of trust between the two neighbours. 

There are endless reasons for it. Take the joint defense pact envisaged 

by Ayub Khan in 1959. It was at that time cold-shouldered by Nehru 

(“Joint defence against whom?”) who perceived it as a trick. His 

perception proved right. Just before his death in 1974, Ayub revealed 



his true intentions in a long interview to a Jamait-e-Islami journal 

Zindagi. When the interviewer asked him why he had offered a joint 

defence pact to India, he laughed and said it was bait which the Pandit 

didn't bite. He explained that the idea behind it was to deploy Pakistani 

troops in Kashmir as part of the joint defence arrangement and “once 

our troops were there, we would have told Indians to hold plebiscite”. 

There is also a major difference between an instant solution (such as a 

defence pact or even a South Asian Confederation) and the European 

approach characterized by a 50-year long process, moving step by 

step towards a larger and closer union. To go directly for a ready made 

solution is just jumping the gun. 

Learning to live together, to work together or to think together is not 

something which can be done by the sudden stroke of a magic wand.  

While the Common Market was taking its infant steps, Nehru dreamt of 

setting up a South Asia Confederation. But this sort of scheme can 

only come at the end of a cooperation process.  

Another difficulty is that two are required to start a union, whatever 

form it takes. Nehru’s biographer, Dr. S. Gopal admitted: “Nehru could 

not elaborate on the possibility of such a grouping in South Asia 

because it would irritate Pakistan”.  

Europe had the fortune to have two (and soon six) partners willing to 

jump together into the adventure. This was not the case in the 

subcontinent. The day after Nehru had confided to Harrison: 

“Confederation remains our ultimate goal”, he was severely criticized 

by the Pakistani leaders who declared that India’s only ambition was to 

control South Asia. “She would obviously be the dominating member 

of any confederation” said Ayub Khan. 

Is the case different in the subcontinent today? 



Last year, President APJ Abdul Kalam spoke of the “possibility of a 

confederation between India and Pakistan …in 50 years time”. A few 

days later, Pakistan Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz while talking with the 

press in POK dismissed the possibility by declaring, "it may be the 

‘Indian rulers' way of thinking".  

It is clear that unless there is change of mind, no rapprochement, 

leave aside more elaborate scheme, is possible.  

At the root of the European endeavour was the reconciliation of two 

bitter enemies, France and Germany. When old demons were 

threatening to reignite their old rivalry (three wars were fought in less 

than a century), Jean Monnet, the father of Europe, and a few of his 

colleagues used the very object of dispute — coal and steel production 

— to trigger a close cooperation between France and Germany. Thus 

was born the European Coal and Steel Community, the embryo of the 

European Union.  

It is only by taking up very concrete issues such as water or 

environment and by trying ‘to work together’ that the subcontinent can 

‘learn from Europe’.  

Let us not forget that Europe has not achieved political unity, but at a 

time India and Pakistan are dreaming of softening their borders or 

making them irrelevant, one can travel through most European nations 

without encountering a frontier check point. One no longer needs to 

change money in 13 European nations where the Euro is the common 

currency. 

The voluntary association of 27 European nation-states has been built 

step by step; 50 years after the setting up of the Common Market, the 

process is still going on. One can even dream that Europe Union will 

one day have a common foreign policy and of course its own 

Constitution. 



There is definitively a new trend in the world today and regional 

cooperation seems to be becoming contagious and spreading over the 

five continents. The ASEAN is another example (also celebrating the 

40 years of its founding in 2007) which has taken a long time to take 

off, but which is today a grouping which can not be ignored.  

There is another major difference between the European experiment 

and the subcontinent: the six nations which started the Common 

Market had the full blessings of the US, while most of successive US 

Administrations have sided with Pakistan by providing military aid to 

their favorite partner in the region or schemed for an independent 

Kashmir. A big difference! 


